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Today in luxury:

Ferragamo chairman says luxury shoemaker not up for sale

Ferragamo's chairman Ferruccio Ferragamo denied on Saturday the founding family could consider selling the
eponymous luxury shoemaker, after speculation about a possible sale, reports Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Fashion with a dash of politics at the Oscars

The world's most important fashion show hit the red carpet Sunday at the 91st Academy Awards, as designer labels
vied for attention-grabbing moments in the walkup to an unusual, host-less Oscarsreplete with new rules aimed at
reversing a drop in viewership, says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Nordstrom's Manhattan story, how it's  shaping up

For its Manhattan flagship, Nordstrom will be going big on food, service, technology and women's fashion and
accessories, WWD has learned. Three of the flagship's seven floors will be devoted to women's apparel, a fourth
level will be dedicated to designer fashion and designer accessories and shoes will be located separately,
according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Trump Org donates nearly $200K to cover foreign profits
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President Donald Trump's company said on Monday that it donated nearly $200,000 to the U.S. Treasury to make
good on its promise two years ago to hand over profits from foreign governments using its properties, per The New
York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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